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a b s t r a c t

Solution pH can impact the nanochannel surface charge density, thus, to regulate the transmembrane ion
transportation. Here, the performance of nanofluidic salinity gradient energy conversion is investigated,
where the solution pH at the high/low concentration side varies separately, rendering asymmetric pH
configurations. Results reveal that the solution pH at the low concentration side (pHL) exhibits a sig-
nificant impact on the salinity gradient energy conversion. When pHL < Isoelectric Point (IEP), the energy
conversion indicators are most stable under various solution pH at the high concentration side (pHH).
The surface charge density of the nanochannel at the low concentration end determines the trans-
membrane ion transportation characteristics, dominating the energy conversion performance. The en-
ergy conversion performance via nanochannels of different lengths under asymmetric pH configurations
is also studied. There exists optimal nanochannel length corresponding to the maximum electric power,
which differs under various pH configurations. For longer nanochannels, the ion concentration polari-
zation effect is weakened, allowing for a more effective energy extraction performance via pH-adjusted
salinity gradients. At the length of 2000 nm, the electric power and energy conversion efficiency under
the co-direction configuration is 78% and 97.9%, respectively, larger than those under the reverse di-
rection configuration.

© 2022 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Excessive utilization of traditional fossil energy sources induces
severe environmental problems, such as haze, global warming, and
the greenhouse effect [1,2]. Exploiting and utilizing new green and
renewable energy resources is on the table [3e5]. Salinity gradient
energy is abundant and widely distributed on the earth [6,7], which
can be converted to electricity by various technologies, such as
pressure retarded osmosis (PRO) and reverse electrodialysis (RED)
[8e10]. The latter has received increasing attention due to its high
reliability and lower requirements [11,12]. Membrane-based RED
can be combined with microbial electrochemical systems [13,14] or
desalination, which can provide highly concentrated brines to
enhance the performance of RED [15,16]. However, the unsatisfied
low power density of the traditional RED stacks via ion exchange
membranes (IEM) hinders its widely commercial application
{Mokhtar, 2021 #2335} [17]. The pore size of traditional ion ex-
change membranes is rather small, which results in low osmotic
current and power extracted [18]. Charged nanochannels that repel
co-ions and attract counter ions, exhibiting ionic selectivity for
counter ions, can function as the IEMs, paving an alternative way to
improve the energy conversion performance in the RED process
due to their large pore size that induces higher ionic flux [18].

Many efforts have been devoted to augmenting the nanofluidic
energy conversion performance via charged nanochannels. Siria
et al. [19]employed boron nitride nanochannels to obtain huge
currents that exceeded by two orders of magnitude those obtained
using conventional methods. Kim et al. [20]studied the power
generation from KCL solution in silica nanochannels and measured
the highest power density of 7.7 W/m2, while the optimum effi-
ciency was 31%. Kang et al. [21]investigated the RED phenomenon
in anodized aluminum and obtained an energy density of 9.9W/m2.
Feng et al. [22]developed a novel MOS2 material and obtained a
power of 106 W/m2 using a monolayer MOS2 film under the po-
tassium chloride salt gradient. Gao et al. [23]obtained a power
density of 3.46 W/m2 by mixing artificial seawater and river water
through 7 nm mesoporous carbon and 80 nm microporous
alumina.
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In the nanochannels, the ionic current rectification (ICR) phe-
nomenon has also been studied [24]. The impacts of geometry as
well as membrane material and concentration have been investi-
gated. Hsu et al. [25]investigated the effect of electroosmotic flow
on the rectification behaviors of ionic currents in conical nano-
channels, and found that the relative magnitude of the rectification
factor for various salts depends on the applied electromotive bias
level if EOF is not neglected. Hsu et al. [26]revealed that if the salt
concentration is high enough or the cone angle is large enough, the
magnitude of rectification rate will be reversed between different
types of salts at larger applied voltage bias. The influences of pore
size, electrolyte concentration and half cone angle on the ICR of
glass nanochannel membranes were investigated by Kubeil et al.
[27].

The performance of the nanofluidic energy conversion system is
affected by nanochannel geometry, surface charge density, ion
species, temperature, and pH, and higher nanochannel efficiency
can be obtained by changing the combination of various influ-
encing factors [28e34]. Among these influencing factors, temper-
ature and pH on both sides of the nanochannel are relatively more
feasible to change and can therefore be chosen to regulate the
performance of the nanofluidic salinity gradient energy harvesting.
Ma et al. [35]developed an analytical model of surface charge
properties and ionic currents/inductance in pH-regulated nano-
channels and found significant overlapping effects of EDL at small
nanochannel heights, low salt concentrations, and low to medium
pH values. Tseng et al. [36]revealed that salinity gradient power is
strongly dependent on the effect of temperature, and higher power
corresponds to higher temperature, while the efficiency of the
nanochannel does not vary much with temperature. Long et al.
[18,37,38] investigated the salinity gradient power at asymmetric
temperatures and found that the counter-diffusion temperature
gradient can reduce the ion concentration polarization effect at the
low concentration end and therefore improve the ion selectivity of
nanochannels and increase the power. Peng et al. [39]found that
the polarity of the conical nanochannel rectifier can be changed by
varying the acidity and alkalinity at both ends of the nanochannel.
Mai et al. [40]found that the power generation increases as the pH
increases from 5 to 10, but decreases when the pH increases further
to 11 due to the strong ICP effect. Hsu et al. [41]investigated pH-
adjusted conical nanochannels and found that the farther the pH
deviates from neutral leads to an increase in surface charge density
and therefore to an increase in the power generated. The effect of
Hþ and OH� generation needs to be considered in significantly
acidic or alkaline environments. Yeh et al. [42]discussed pH-
dependent nanofluid salinity gradient power and proposed
anomalous dependence of system power on charge density, sug-
gesting that higher surface charge density corresponding to nano-
channels will not necessarily have higher power. These studies
proved the positive effect of pH regulation on optimizing the power
density of salinity gradient energy harvesting. In addition, Long
et al. [5] proposed three synergy angles to describe the synergy
relations between the ion diffusion and the electrostatic migration
driven forces.

However, previous studies concerning the impacts of pH on the
salinity gradient energy harvesting have only focused on the specific
condition where the solution pH at both ends of the nanochannel is
kept identical and varies simultaneously. The performance of
nanofluidic salinity gradient energy conversion under asymmetric
pH configurations (the solution pH differs from each other at the
nanochannel side) has never been reported. Here, the impacts of
transmembrane pH gradients on nanofluidic salinity gradient energy
conversion are systematically investigated. The solution pH at the
high concentration and low concentration varies separately,
rendering asymmetric pH configurations, and establishing
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transmembrane pH gradients. The osmotic current, membrane po-
tential, maximum output electric power, and maximum power ef-
ficiency under the asymmetric pH configurations are investigated.
The energy conversion performance via nanochannels of different
lengths under asymmetric pH configurations is also researched. The
underlining mechanism is revealed. This study may provide new
insights into the pH-regulation nanofluidic salinity-gradient energy
harvesting.
2. System description

Appropriate nanopore size can improve the EDL overlap degree
and ion selectivity. Guo et al. [43] suggested that 10e50 nm
nanopores can optimize efficiency and power density. As shown in
Fig. 1, in the present study, the salinity gradient energy conversion
performance in a cylindrical nanochannel with a radius of
Ra ¼ 10 nm at varied channel lengths is investigated. The radius of
the reservoir is set to 1000 nm to reduce the impact of reservoir
size. The nanopore connects two reservoirs filled with KCl solution,
whose concentration is fixed at 1000 mM or 1 mM at either side,
rendering a transmembrane concentration ratio of 1000:1. The pH
on either side varies from 3 to 9, respectively. Induced by the so-
lution pH, the surface charge density in the nanochannel is spatially
distributed, which can be calculated as follows [42]:
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where pKA ¼ 2:302pKB ¼ 9:46 at T ¼ 290 K for the polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) nanochannel [44]. Therefore, the isoelectric
point (IEP) is about 6.

The Poisson-Nernst-Planck equations and Navier-Stokes equa-
tions are employed to illustrate transmembrane ion transportation
and flow characteristics [18,45,46].
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where 4 is the electrical potential. J i, ci, Di and zi denotes the ionic
flux, concentration, diffusivity, and valence of the ith (i ¼ 1e4 for
Kþ, Cl�, Hþ and OH�) ionic species, respectively. F is the Faraday
constant. R is the universal gas constant. ε, p, and u are the
permittivity, pressure, and velocity of the solution, respectively. The
diffusive coefficient Di for each ionic species is calculated by the
Nernst-Haskell equation: [38].
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where l0i is the limiting conductance of the ith ionic species. At the



Fig. 1. (a, b) Schematic diagram of the nanofluidic energy conversion system under the concentration gradient and pH gradient. (c) Schematic diagram of the equivalent circuit
diagram. (d) Relationship between nanochannel osmotic current and output electric power, and the calculation of Iosm and Ediff .

Table 1
Mesh independence analysis.

Mesh number 324000 564000 870000 1260000
Osmotic current (nA) �79.29 �80.38 �80.80 �80.82
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temperature of 290K, l01 ¼ 62:1104 l02 ¼ 64:1118, l03 ¼ 309:9565

and l04 ¼ 171:0202.
Equations (2)e(5) can be solved with proper boundary condi-

tions. The boundary conditions are listed below: [18].

�εn,V4 ¼ 0,on,Urand,Lj (7)

�εn,V4 ¼ s,on,Un (8)

n , Ji ¼ 0,on,Urand,Lj (9)

where Un、 Ur、 Lj denote the boundaries at the channel surface,
the inner surface of the reservoir, and the reservoir ends,
respectively.

The ionic current can be calculated by the following equation:
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ð
A
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i
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when no applied voltage is applied on both sides of the channel, the
osmotic current Iosm can be calculated using Iosm ¼ Iþ þ I�, where
Iþ and I� are the currents contributed by cations and anions,
respectively. The ionic selectivity can be characterized by ion
transference number tþ, which is defined as the ratio of the anions
passing through the nanopore:

tþ ¼ Iþ
Iþ þ jI�j (11)

As shown in Fig. 1(d), the membrane potential (Vdiff ) and os-
motic current have a good linear relationship [37], the open-circuit
voltage can be obtained by fitting the current with different applied
voltages. The maximum output power can be obtained from Ohm's
law as

Pmax ¼
�
Vdiff � Iosm

�.
4 (12)

The efficiency at maximum power is given by
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hmax power ¼ð2tþ � 1Þ2
2

(13)
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Model validation

Numerical simulation for the nanofluidic salinity gradient con-
version process is conducted via the commercial Multiphysics
software COMSOL. Quadrilateral meshes are employed and are
finned near the charged membrane wall surface. The grid inde-
pendence was verified using the grids numbers of 324000, 564000,
870000, 1260000, respectively. As shown in Table 1, the grid with
the number 870000 was selected due to its high accuracy and low
consumption. As shown in Fig. 2, the experimental data [19] have
good consistency with the simulation results obtained by the
model considering the impacts of the Hþ and the OH� included.
3.2. Impacts of the solution pH at the high concentration side

Here the impacts of the solution pH at the high concentration
side on the energy conversion performance are systematically
investigated. The pH at the high concentration side of the nano-
channel varies from pH ¼ 3 to pH ¼ 9 with the pH on the low
concentration side fixed at different values. The pH at the low
concentration side is denoted as pHL and that at the high concen-
tration side is denoted as pHH. The relation of the cation trans-
ference number and pHH under various pHL is shown in Fig. 3.
When pHL < IEP (pHL ¼ 3), the cation transference number is
almost not affected by pHH. When pHL ¼ IEP (pH ¼ 6), the ion
selectivity gradually decreases with the change of pHL and the ion



Fig. 2. Comparison between the experimental data obtained by Siria et al. [19] in a
boron nitride nanotube and the present simulated result with radius Ra ¼ 40 nm and
length La ¼ 1000 nm at pH ¼ 5.5.

Fig. 3. The relation of the cation transference number and pHH under various pHL.

Fig. 4. Impacts of pH at the high concentration side on the synergy angle a
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selectivity approaches 0 after pHH>¼IEP. The phenomenon is
different when pHL > IEP. The ion selectivity decreases and then
increases as the pHH increases and remains high and stable at larger
pHH.

To analyze the ion selectivity of the nanochannel, Long et al. [5]
introduced the concept of synergistic angle:

a¼ arccos
Vc1,Vc2
jVc1jjVc2j

(14)

The synergy angle a reflects the synergic relation for the
transmembrane anion and cation driven force in the concentration-
driven transmembrane ion transportation. Larger a indicates better
ion selectivity. The variation of the synergy angle a presents the
same trend with the ion selectivity, as shown in Fig. 4. When
pHL < IEP, the a varies very little with pHH, and when pHL > IEP, a
decreases and then increases with increasing pHH, and the
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minimum value of a for the latter appears at pHH ¼ IEP.
The average surface charge density in the nanochannel is shown

in Fig. 5(a). When pHL < IEP, the average surface charge density
always remains at a high level and does not change obviously with
pHH.When pHL>¼IEP, the average surface charge density, gradually
changes from positive to negative values with increasing pHH.
When pHL ¼ IEP, the absolute value of the average surface charge
density at alkaline is relatively small, while the average surface
charge density curve of the system with pHL ¼ 9 is nearly sym-
metric about IEP, presenting the same absolute value of surface
charge density in acidic and alkaline environments at the same pH
interval from the IEP. As shown in Fig. 5 (c), for the studied pH
configurations, the surface charge density at the low concentration
side is all close to 0, while the surface charge density at the high
concentration side is positive when pHH < IEP and negative when
pHH > IEP. The surface charge density is maximum at the high
concentration ends of the nanochannel and minimum at the low
concentration ends. The absolute value of the surface charge den-
sity at the nanochannel end is significantly higher when pHH < IEP,
rendering better ion selectivity.

To verify the importance of the surface charge density at the low
concentration end on the ion selectivity, we calculated the average
value for a section of 100 nm length near the low concentration
end, as depicted in Fig. 5(b). When the pH of the low concentration
end is 3, the surface charge density at the end of the channel
changed very small. When the pH of the low concentration is 6, the
average surface charge density decreases with increasing pHH and
reaches the minimum value after pHH>¼IEP, which leads to the
vanished ion selectivity. When the pH at the low concentration side
is 9, the surface charge density near the channel end gradually
changes from positive to negative values as the pHH increases from
3 to 9, which is consistent with the phenomenon of ion selectivity
revealed in Fig. 3. At pHL ¼ 9, the ion selectivity vanishes when pHH

is located between 4 and 5, due to the absence of the surface charge
density.

The osmotic current, membrane potential, maximum output
electric power, and maximum power efficiency hmax under
different pHH are shown in Fig. 6. At pHL < IEP (pHL ¼ 3), the os-
motic current, membrane potential, maximum output electric



Fig. 5. (a) Effect of pHH on the average surface charge density over the full length of the channel. (b) Effect of pHH on the average surface charge density for a section of 100 nm
length near the low concentration end. (c) The axial surface charge density of the channel at pHL ¼ 6.

Fig. 6. Impacts of pH at the high concentration side on (a) osmotic current, (b) membrane potential, (c) maximum output power, (d) efficiency at maximum output power.
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power, andmaximumpower efficiency nearly do not vary with pHH

due to invariant surface charge density. In this case, the system
presents the highest electric power and energy efficiency among all
the studied pHL. When pHL > IEP, the osmotic current and mem-
brane potential first decreases with increasing pHH, reaching its
minimum value, then increases. At higher pHH, the osmotic current
and membrane potential reach a plateau and stay stable. When
pHL ¼ IEP, the osmotic current and membrane potential nearly
vanish at higher pHH due to vanished surface charge density. As the
osmotic current and membrane potential at pHL < IEP do not
change with varying pHH, the electric power and energy efficiency
also maintain stability under any pHH, as shown in Fig. 6 (c) and
Fig. 6 (d). When pHL ¼ IEP, due to vanished osmotic current and
membrane potential at higher pHH, the electric power and energy
efficiency decrease gradually with increasing pHH. At higher pHH,
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the system has no significant output power and energy conversion
efficiency. When pHL > IEP, the electric power and energy efficiency
first decrease with increasing pHH, reach their minimum value,
then increase. At higher pHH, the electric power and energy effi-
ciency reach their maximum values and stay stable.
3.3. Impacts of the solution pH at the low concentration side

Here the impacts of the solution pH at the low concentration
side on the energy conversion performance are systematically
investigated. The pH at the low concentration side of the nano-
channel varies from pH ¼ 3 to pH ¼ 9 with the pH on the high
concentration side fixed at different values. The relation of the
cation transference number and pHL under various pHH is shown in
Fig. 7. When pHH ¼ 3, the ion selectivity decreases slightly with



Fig. 7. The relation of the cation transference number and pHL under various pHH.
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increasing pHL in the interval of pHL<¼IEP, and the cation trans-
ference number remains constant after pHL > IEP. The system has
the highest ion selectivity at pHL ¼ 3. When pHH > IEP, the ion
selectivity of the system first decreases, reaches its minimumvalue,
and then increases as pHL increases. The lowest value of ion
selectivity occurs at pHL¼ IEP where the ion selectivity vanishes. At
small pHL, the cation transference number for pHH ¼ 6 (IEP) and
pHH ¼ 9 (alkaline) is very close to each other. At higher pHL, the ion
selectivity at pHH ¼ 9 is slightly larger than that at pHH ¼ 6.

As shown in Fig. 8, when pHH < IEP, the synergy angle a varies
very little at various pHH. When pHH>¼IEP, as pHH increases, a first
decreases, reaches the minimum value of a at pHH ¼ IEP, and then
increases. When pHL < IEP, the nanochannel has the same value of
synergy angle under pHH ¼ IEP and pHH ¼ 9, which are following
the variation of the ion selectivity, as shown in Fig. 8.

The average surface charge density of the whole nanochannel is
shown in Fig. 9(a). When pHH ¼ 3, the average charge density for a
section of 100 nm length near the low concentration end shows a
little decrease with pHL increasing from 3 to IEP. When pHH¼ 9, the
Fig. 8. Impacts of pH at the low concentration side on the synergy angle a
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average charge density near the nanochannel end changes from
0.1 mC/m2 to �0.1 mC/m2, presenting the same absolute value of s
at the same pH interval from the IEP, which is consistent with the
phenomenon of ion selectivity revealed in Fig. 7. As shown in Fig. 9
(c), when pHL ¼ IEP, for the studied pH configurations, the surface
charge density at the low concentration side is smaller than that at
the high concentration side. The surface charge density of the
nanochannel varies obviously with the pHL changing from 3 to 9.
When pHL < IEP, the surface charge density is always positive along
the channel length. And when pHL > IEP, the surface charge density
stays negative.

The osmotic current Iosm, membrane potential Ediff , maximum
output electric power Pmax, and maximum power efficiency hmax
under different pHH are shown in Fig. 10. When pHH<¼IEP
(pHH ¼ 3), the osmotic current and membrane potential first
decreasewith the increasing of the pH at the low concentration end
and then reaches a stable value after the pHL > IEP. When
pHH>¼IEP, the osmotic current and membrane potential decrease
first and reaches the minimum value at pHL ¼ IEP, and then in-
creases at higher pHL. When pHL < IEP, the electric power and
energy efficiency at pHH¼ 6 and pHH¼ 9 coincide with each other.
Based on the directions of the transmembrane concentration
gradient and the pH gradient, the system takes form in two con-
figurations. the co-direction configuration where the trans-
membrane salinity gradient is in the same direction with the pH
gradient, and the reverse direction configuration where the trans-
membrane salinity gradient is in the opposite directionwith the pH
gradient. The performance of salinity gradient power generation
can be easily improved by regulating the pH of the nanochannel,
due to the pH depended on surface charge density distribution, as
shown in Fig. 9. In the co-direction configuration, such as pHH ¼ 9
and pHL ¼ 3, electric power and energy efficiency are larger than
those under the reverse direction configuration, such as pHH ¼ 3
and pHL ¼ 9.

3.4. Impacts of pH gradient under various nanochannel lengths

Here the impacts of pH gradient under various nanochannel
lengths on the energy conversion performance are investigated.
The length varies from 50 nm to 2000 nm. In the aforementioned
study, under the co-direction configuration, the system exhibits a
higher output electric power than that under the reverse direction
configuration where the transmembrane salinity gradient is in the
opposite direction with the pH gradient. Here the performance
under different channel lengths in the co-direction configuration
and reverse direction configuration is investigated. Here, nano-
channel length varies from 50 nm to 2000 nm. In the co-direction
configuration, pHH ¼ 9 and pHL ¼ 3. In the reverse direction
configuration, pHH ¼ 3 and pHL ¼ 9.

The cation transference number tþ, osmotic current Iosm,
membrane potential Ediff , maximum output electric power Pmax,
and maximum power efficiency hmax under various nanochannel
lengths are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 Osmotic current decreases
due to weakened transmembrane concentration gradient, as the
nanochannel length varies from 50 nm to 2000 nm. Longer nano-
channels have a better ion selectivity and thus higher membrane
potential, due to improved EDL overlapping degree. Since the os-
motic current and membrane potential have opposite trends, the
maximum output electric power first increases, reaches the
maximum value and then decreases with increasing length
nanochannel.

In the co-direction configuration, the maximum electric power
occurs under the situation of the length nanochannel at 300 nm. In
the reverse direction configuration, the maximum electric power is
located at the 200 nm length nanochannel. Longer nanochannel



Fig. 9. (a) Effect of pHL on the average surface charge density over the full length of the channel. (b) Effect of pHL on the average surface charge density for a section of 100 nm
length near the low concentration end. (c) The axial surface charge density of the channel at pHH ¼ 6.

Fig. 10. Impacts of pH at low concentration side on (a) osmotic current, (b) membrane potential, (c) maximum output power, (d) efficiency at maximum output power under
different pHH.
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has a higher efficiency of the max output power due to improved
ion selectivity and weakened ion concentration polarization. For
any channel length, the osmotic current, membrane potential,
electric power, and energy efficiency in the co-direction configu-
ration are larger than those in the reverse direction configuration.
The ratio between the performance indicator in the co-direction
configuration and that in the reverse direction configuration is
denoted as relative difference (RD), as shown in Fig. 11. The relative
difference of ion selectivity increases with the channel length
increasing and reaches 40% when the nanochannel length is
2000 nm. The relative difference of osmotic current also expanded
with the increasing channel length, and osmotic current in the co-
direction configuration is 65.1% higher than that in the reverse
direction configuration at a length of 2000 nm. The relative dif-
ference of membrane potential is relatively small, which first in-
creases with increasing channel length and then decreases. The
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maximum relative difference occurs at 1000 nm, with a maximum
value of 10.9%. The relative difference of the max output electric
power and electric efficiency also augments with increasing length,
which reaches 78% and 97.9% at a length of 2000 nm, respectively.

The total ion concentration Ctotal ¼
P4
j¼1

CjðzÞ at the low concen-

tration end is shown in Fig. 13. The ion concentration polarization
phenomenon (ICP) in the short channel is obvious, and the effective
concentration ratio in the channel is smaller than the bulk con-
centration ratio. The obvious ICP leads to increased ion concen-
tration near the short nanochannel end while the total ion
concentration is close to the bulk concentration in the long nano-
channel. The electric double layer (EDL) overlap degree is weak-
ened as large total ion concentration at the short nanochannel,
which results in lowered ion selectivity. As depicted in Fig. 14, at
long channel length, the ion separation is more obvious, rendering



Fig. 11. Impacts of channel length on cation transference number in the co-direction
configuration and reverse direction configuration.

Fig. 13. Total ion concentration distribution for long and short nanochannels. The ICP
phenomenon is significant in the short nanochannel and is weakened in the long
nanochannel.
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higher ion selectivity. Moreover, the ion separation in the co-
direction configuration is more significant than that in the
reverse direction configuration. The surface charge density for a
section of 20 nm length near the low concentration end is shown in
Fig. 14(c), (d). The surface charge densities in the co-direction
configuration and the reverse direction configuration do not
exhibit obvious differences for short nanochannel. However, they
differ obviously for long nanochannel. The higher surface charge
density in the co-direction configuration leads to a better EDL
overlap degree, which contributes to a higher ion selectivity of long
nanochannel, and a larger relative difference of the electric power
and energy efficiency.
Fig. 12. Impacts of channel length on (a) osmotic current, (b)membrane potential, (c)maxi
uration and reverse direction configuration.
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4. Conclusion

Here the impacts of transmembrane pH gradients on nano-
fluidic salinity gradient energy conversion are systematically
investigated via the performance indicators such as cation trans-
ference number, osmotic current, membrane potential, maximum
output power, and the corresponding energy conversion efficiency.

1. The solution pH at the low concentration side (pHL) exhibits a
significant impact on the energy acquisition ability of the
mum output power, (d)maximum output power efficiency in the co-direction config-



Fig. 14. (a, b) Radial ion concentration at the low concentration end for short and long nanochannels. (c, d) Surface charge density section of 20 nm length near the low con-
centration end for short and long nanochannels.
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salinity gradient energy conversion. The surface charge density
of the nanochannel at the low concentration side dominates the
nanochannel performance, where the solution pH nanochannel
plays a regulatory role. When pHL < IEP, the energy conversion
performance is most stable under various solution pH at the
high concentration side (pHH).

2. Under the co-direction configuration, the system exhibits a
higher output electric power than that under the reverse di-
rection configuration where the transmembrane salinity
gradient is in the opposite direction with the pH gradient.

3. There exists optimal nanochannel length to maximize the
electric power, which differs under various pH configurations. In
the co-direction configuration, the maximum electric power
occurs under the situation of the length nanochannel at 300 nm.
In the reverse direction configuration, the maximum electric
power is located around the 200 nm length nanochannel.

4. For longer nanochannels, the ion concentration polarization
effect is weakened, allowing for a more effective energy
extraction performance via pH-adjusted salinity gradients. At
the length of 2000 nm, the power and efficiency under the co-
direction configuration are increased by 78% and 97.9%,
respectively, over the nanochannel under the reverse direction
configuration.

This study may provide new insights into the pH-regulation
nanofluidic salinity-gradient energy harvesting. The conclusions
could be used to improve the performance of existing RED devices
at a lower cost or provide new ideas for new pH regulation RED
designing.
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